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A crash course in Texas meat - or how I 

learned about brisket 

By RYAN ANDERSON 

Journal Staff 

Brisket. 

For some Texans, the mere mention of the word starts their mouths salivating. 

My first introduction to the wonderful world of brisket occurred during my neighbor's Fourth of 

July party. I had just moved into the neighborhood and, while I was soaked in sweat, battling 

with the installation of a mailbox, my neighbor came over to introduce herself and invite me to 

their party. 

At the party, I noticed a tray of strange looking meat that everyone was piling onto their plates. 

In my Florida naivety I asked, "What is that strange looking meat that everyone is piling onto 

their plates?" 

My neighbor responded, "Why that is brisket, silly person from another state who has no sense 

about what good meat is." 

Okay, so my neighbor's response wasn't quite so harsh. I still felt rather isolated from the world 

of Texas meat. Here I was, a new resident of a strange land, and I had struck out on my first test 

of native cuisine. 

I once again crossed paths with the meat called brisket at a birthday party here at the paper. Even 

though, this time, I knew what the strange meat was that everyone was piling onto their plates, I 

still felt like there was more to learn about this mysterious meat by the name brisket. 

At that moment, I vowed to use all my power as an investigative journalist to uncover what 

makes this piece of meat so sweet. 

Armed with my trusty reporter note pad and my nose for news, I ventured forth to the Kroger 

Signature store, on Broadway in Pearland, and headed right for the meat counter. 

Upon arrival at the meat counter, I was greeted by Carlotta. I explained to her that I was an 

investigative journalist in search of what makes the perfect brisket. 

After she composed herself regarding my strange mission, Carlotta took me to the brisket 

holding facility, more commonly known as the meat case. 

Upon surveying the brisket in their natural habitat, I thought, "Surely, I will never be able to pick 

out the perfect brisket. There are too many to choose from." 
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Sensing my apprehension, Carlotta took matters into her own hands, literally, by showing me the 

way to find the perfect brisket. 

Warning! What follows may be too unsettling for readers who are slightly squeamish. 

It appears the way to find the perfect brisket is to find the one that is the most tender. This is 

accomplished by grabbing the brisket and attempting to manipulate it into various shapes. 

After inspecting several briskets, Carlotta pointed out the perfect brisket. 

Aside from being flexible, according to Carlotta, a perfect brisket should have very little fat. 

After watching the selection process unfold before my eyes, I again looked at the briskets in the 

holding pen and wondered how many of them had been violated by shoppers looking for tender 

meat. Oh, the tortured life which is a brisket. 

While I can't imagine myself fondling a brisket in public, at least I know what to look for when it 

comes to finding the brisket to make mouths happy. 

I thanked Carlotta for her help and proceeded to Burger King. Preparing a brisket seemed like 

too much work. I guess for now I will keep my beef in a bun. 


